On the mechanisms of ultrasound contrast agents-induced arrhythmias.
Recent reports have shown that imaging hard-shelled ultrasound (US) contrast agents at high mechanical indices engenders premature ventricular contractions (PVCs). We have shown that the oscillations of microbubbles next to a cell induce a mechanical pressure on its membrane resulting in the activation of stretch activated channels (SAC). The aim of this study is to demonstrate, in vivo and in vitro, the relationship between PVCs and SAC opening. Five anesthetized rats were used. PVCs were created in vivo with (1) US and a diluted solution of contrast microbubbles injected intravenously through the tail vein at a rate of 0.5 mL per min and (2) a manually induced mechanical stimulus, which consisted of stimulations by a flexible catheter introduced into the rat aorta and pushed until the left ventricle. PVCs were quantified through ECG measurements. In vitro experiments consisted of patch Clamp measurements on HL-1 heart cell line. The stimulation was carried out either manually with a glass rod or with US and microbubbles. For both in vivo and in vitro experiments, US consisted of 40-cycle waveforms at 1 MHz and peak negative pressures up to 300 kPa and exposure time varied from 1 to 2 min. We should emphasize that these parameters are different from those used in diagnostic conditions. In vivo, microbubbles and US at 300 kPa induced modification of rat's ECG while pressures below 300 kPa did not induce any PVC. US alone did not modify the rat's ECG. Similar PVCs were also created when stimulation with a catheter was applied. Regular heart beat rate was recovered immediately after the stimulation was stopped. In vitro, the mechanical stretch induced a cell membrane depolarization due to SAC opening. Similar effect was observed with US and microbubbles. The cell potential returned to its initial value when the stimulation was released. In conclusion, we presume that PVCs are generated through a cascade of events characterized by a mechanical action of oscillating microbubbles, opening of stretch activated ion channels, membrane depolarization and triggering of action potentials.